Background: Various methods for estimating protein expression levels are known. The level of correlation between these methods is only fair, and systematic biases in each of the methods cannot be ruled out. We here investigate systematic biases in the estimation of gene expression rates from microarray data and from abundance within the Expressed Sequence Tag (EST) database. We suggest that length is a significant factor in biases to measured gene expression rates.
Background
Estimation of protein expression levels is of significant interest in the genomics and proteomics fields. Protein expression levels provide one of the links between the genetic and functional properties of an organism. Average levels of protein expression determine the typical environments within cells. Changes in protein expression level determine developmental biology, response to stress or fluctuating environments, and progression of disease. The patterns of protein expression have recently become of great interest within evolutionary studies, in which relationships between expression level and various evolutionary rates have been examined [1] [2] [3] [4] .
While direct measurement of protein expression levels remains non-trivial, several methods to estimate mRNA or cDNA expression levels have been developed, including microarray [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , sequential analysis of gene expression (SAGE) [11] and its variants [12] [13] [14] , enzymatic fragmentation fingerprints [15] , polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification [16] , RNAi library analysis [17] , and EST abundance [18] [19] [20] [21] . In this work, we focus on the microarray and the abundance within the EST database methods for measurement of mRNA expression levels. The microarray, or gene chip, method is perhaps the most popular approach in current use. The abundance within the EST database method, on the other hand, while growing in popularity, has only recently been proposed for estimation of expression levels [22] .
One may hypothesize many possible biases in both the microarray and the abundance within the EST database methods. The microarray method, however, should generically be more reliable, as microarrays are explicitly intended to quantitatively measure expression levels. As such, a collection of gene standards is always included in microarray measurements, and these standards are used to normalize the experimental data, thus removing some of the systematic biases. It is important to note in this context that whereas expression data measured with the microarray method arise from a single, large experiment, the ESTs used in the abundance within the EST database method arise from the entire database, which is constructed from many experiments done under different conditions and often examining different subsets of genes of interest [21] . For these reasons, it would appear that the possible biases arising from the microarray method are better controlled and mitigated [9] in current experiments than are the biases that arise from using the abundance within the EST database to estimate expression levels [21] . Both the microarray and the abundance within the EST database methods are, of course, intrinsically noisy. The method of abundance within the EST database may even produce less noisy data that the method of microarrays. What we are pointing out is that there is a systematic bias in the ratio of the expression levels measured by these two methods. While noise is eliminated by averaging enough data, bias is not.
In the C. elegans genome, two different correlations between total exon length and expression level have been observed [22, 23] . In one work, an estimation of expression level was made from abundance within the EST database for each gene [22] . In the other, gene expression was measured by microarrays [23] [24] [25] . Both approaches agreed about a negative correlation between length and expression for highly expressed genes, but they disagreed about the trends for moderately and lowly expressed genes. A negative relationship between protein length and expression is expected due to the increased metabolic cost to translate longer genes [3, 26] . There are also evolutionary reasons to expect negative correlations between total protein length and expression rate [27] .
We address these questions about the protein length versus expression curve. The full length versus expression curve is constructed using both the EST abundance and the microarray data. The difference between the two methods of estimating expression levels is displayed. Assuming the microarray data to be the more accurate measurement of expression levels, due to reliable internal standards, it is shown that the abundance within the EST database method is biased by coding sequence length, and an explicit form of the length bias is presented. By removing the length bias from the EST database estimation, we achieve agreement between the two sets of data, thus explaining the apparent contradiction. Our results confirm the negative correlation between protein length and expression level expected from the energetic costs associated with translation and from evolutionary theory. Figure 1 shows the plot for the spliced (exonic) gene length as a function of expression levels measured by microarrays in C. elegans [24, 25] . A monotonic decrease in gene length with expression is observed. Figure 2 shows the plot for the spliced (exonic) gene length as a function of expression levels estimated by abundance within the EST database for C. elegans [22] . A non-monotonic variation of the length with expression is observed in Figure 2 , which is strikingly dissimilar to Figure 1 . The two curves differ most significantly in region of low to moderate expression levels. The abundance within the EST database data [22] are redrawn in Figure 3 , after the expression levels have been normalized for the length bias:
Results
The length versus normalized expression curve is shown in Figure 3 and is quite similar to the length versus expression curve from microarray data shown in Figure 1 .
Discussion
The monotonically decreasing behavior in Figure 1 is in accord with previous observations of a negative correlation between exon length and expression level [28, 29] . This negative correlation is expected on the grounds that longer genes are more energetically costly to translate and so should be underrepresented in highly expressed genes.
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Spliced gene length as a function of microarray expression level Figure 1 Spliced gene length as a function of microarray expression level
Spliced gene length is plotted as a function of expression level (ppm) for C. elegans. These are microarray expression data [24, 25] . The standard errors are indicated by the error bars. [22] and normalized for the length bias of the abundance within the EST database method that is proportional to length, Eq. 1. The standard errors are indicated by the error bars.
Spliced gene length as a function of EST expression level
The length bias Figure 4 The length bias The length bias, calculated as the ratio of abundance within the EST database [22] to microarray expression data [24, 25] for each gene present in both datasets, is shown (solid curve). A linear fit to the length bias is shown (solid line). Also shown is the length bias when all of the C. elegans EST data from WormBase [30, 31] are used to calculate the EST abundance (dashed curve). 
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This negative correlation may also be expected on the grounds that genes at high levels of expression must also be highly controlled, and it is easier to modulate shorter genes due to the shorter translation time, fewer epistatic interactions, and fewer associated transcription factors. The curve arising when expression levels are estimated from abundance within the EST database, Figure 2 , shows an unexpected non-monotonic behavior, increasing in the region of lowly expressed genes and decreasing in the region of highly expressed genes, in evident conflict with the data stemming from microarray experiments. We suggest that this discrepancy is due to the indirect way in which the abundance within the EST database method estimates expression levels. The expression level for a gene is defined [22] as the number of different ESTs matching the gene, divided by the total number of ESTs in the library or collection of libraries. Thus, it would seem that the relative abundance of different ESTs matching with a given gene is proportional to the relative proportion of mRNAs corresponding to this gene in living tissue. This argument, however, is incomplete. There may be biases in the construction of the cDNA libraries that are used to populate the EST databases. In Figure 4 , we show the ratio of the expression level estimated by the abundance within the EST database method [22] to that measured by the microarray method [24, 25] . The bias in the abundance within the EST database estimation of the expression level is approximately proportional to the gene length, as shown by the linear regression in Figure 4 . Also shown in Figure 4 is the same length bias when the abundance is calculated from the full WormBase EST database [30, 31] , rather than by the method that separates the data into two developmental stages [22] . Either method of estimating the expression levels contains the length bias, which is observed to be proportional to gene length. The microarray data used [24, 25] are representative of C. elegans microarray data: bias curves very similar Figure 4 are observed when microarray data averaged over 553 microarray experiments [32] are compared to the limited EST data [22] or the entire C. elegans EST database [30, 31] .
This bias factor may arise from several mechanisms. It has been observed that, generally, microarray data possess a greater degree of internal consistency and reproducibility than do EST data [33] . It has also been observed that, under some conditions, the decay rate of mRNA is slower for longer sequences, thus leading to a possible observed expression bias for longer coding sequences [34] (interestingly, in this experiment, length was found to correlate positively with decay rate within subclasses of RNA sequences, despite the overall negative correlation for the entire data set). The way in which sequences are selected to be deposited within the EST database by individual research groups is an additional, unknown source of bias. We cannot exclude, however, that the observed bias of expression rates with length may substantially arise from the microarray, rather than abundance within the EST database, method. If this is the case, then the expression versus length curve, Figure 2 , would have a very interesting non-monotonic behavior.
Another common concern for source of biases that may be present in either the abundance within the EST database or the microarray measurements of protein expression is CG content. For example, in both cases, if DNA annealing was not driven to completion, there may be a bias toward genes with above average CG content, since the CG base paring is significantly stronger than the AT base pairing. We examined how the length versus expression curve changes as the datasets are enriched or depleted in genes with above average CG content. Little sensitivity of the curve to these biases was found.
Since normalization of the length bias brings the expression curves calculated from the microarray and the abundance within the EST database data into agreement, we expect that the correlation between the two datasets should increase as well after the normalization. Thus, we define the correlation coefficient between the two measurements as where the average is over all genes present in both data-
, f microarray is the expression rate measured by the microarray method, and f EST is the expression rate measured by the abundance within the EST database method. Since the most significant differences between Figures 1 and 2 occurs in the range of 0 to 200 ppm, we calculated the correlation coefficient Eq. 2 only for those genes with microarray estimated expression rates less than 200 ppm. For the raw data, Figures 1 and 2 , the correlation is 0.29. For the data normalized for length bias, Figures 1 and 3 , the correlation is 0.38. We thus conclude that the agreement between Figures 1 and 3 is due to the increased correlation between the normalized expression levels for each gene relative to that present in the raw data, Figures  1 and 2 .
Conclusions
In summary, an explicit form of length bias between expression rates measured by microarray and abundance within the EST database methods has been found. Assuming the microarray data to be more reliable due to internal standards and protocols, this length bias stems from the increased representation of long genes within the EST databases, perhaps because longer genes are more likely to survive the enzymatic conditions within the homogenized samples that lead to the cDNA libraries represented in the EST databases. Normalizing for this bias, we find that both methods for measuring expression agree, and a monotonic decrease of gene length with expression is found, in accord with traditional expectations from genetics and evolutionary biology. We cannot completely rule out the presence of a length bias in the microarray data, for example due to decreased accessibility of long transcripts for the microarray surface, and we note that care must be taken to control for length bias in any method that measures expression. One means of control would be doping tissue and cell extracts with a standardized set of different length RNA samples. These standards would allow experimental calculation of the length dependent normalization factor for the expression rates.
Methods
To make use of the microarray expression data, we use the original microarray data [24, 25] . A table is constructed that contains the names and corresponding experimental expression levels, measured at different times, for 18,588 different genes of C. elegans. As previously [23] , these data are processed to remove data that are, according to the reference, not accurately measured in the experiments (the data marked with * or **). For each gene remaining in the table, the expression level averaged over all remaining data points in time was calculated. The spliced (exonic) sequence and length corresponding to each nondiscarded gene was determined from WormBase [30, 31] . Genes that were not within WormBase, or that have a zero reported length, were discarded. A total of 5,750 different genes remain after this processing of the original data set. From this data, the average gene length associated with each expression level was calculated. Expression levels were binned, with the bin width chosen to achieve an acceptably low level of error within the bins.
To analyze the abundance within the EST database method for expression analysis, we use the complete original EST data set [22] . These data are presented in a table that contains the name, total length, and estimated expression level for 17,082 different genes of C. elegans. This table was processed to remove entries that do not correspond to complete genes. From the genes remaining, the corresponding spliced (exonic) sequence and length were downloaded from WormBase. Genes that are not within WormBase, or that have a zero reported length, were discarded. A total of 12,707 different genes remain after this processing of the original data set. From this data, the average gene length associated with each expression level was calculated. Expression levels were binned, with the bin width chosen so that an acceptably low level of error was achieved within the bins. The expression estimated by the abundance within the EST database was also scaled by the gene length, Eq. 1. Protein length was then determined as a function of this normalized expression in an analogous fashion.
The ratio of the abundance within the EST database [22] to the microarray expression data [24, 25] was calculated. This was done for each gene present in both the EST and microarray datasets, a total of 5334 genes. The ratio of the abundance within the entire C. elegans WormBase [30, 31] EST database to that of the data from the microarray data [24, 25] was also calculated. Finally, the abundance within the limited EST data set [22] or the entire WormBase [30, 31] data set were compared to the data from a large analysis of 553 microarray experiments [32] .
One simple mechanism for the bias factor admits that the homogenized sample which contains the mRNA also contains a large amount of Rnases. These Rnases degrade the mRNA from both the 5' and 3' ends. The 5' end may be the protected, terminal base or it may be an unprotected base generated by incomplete transcription or by an endonuclease. The 3' end is protected by the poly-A tail, to which the EST poly-dT primer binds. The 5' end, therefore, is degraded, and a shorter expressed mRNA might even be completely degraded. This enzymatic degradation is present in both the microarray and EST methods, but for the microarray method the established protocols and standards may ameliorate its impact by reducing enzymatic activity, concentration, and contact time. Making the assumption of a constant degradation rate the probability that a given mRNA will survive the sample treatment is where t is the time during which the mRNA is exposed to the Rnases in the homogenized sample. If we assume that this time is random in each experiment, uniform between 0 and t max , then the average probability that a gene of length L will survive is given by
The expression level as estimated by abundance within the EST database, therefore, is biased by the above factor, 
